
I have had the misfortune of being incarcerated here at the Saskatoon Correctional Center
overflow dorm.  I am actually at a loss for words, however my brother Cory won’t let me slide
and insists I share my story. So, like everyone else here I have experienced the same bad shit
concerning the Covid pandemic and mistreatment by staff.

I literally plead guilty for a robbery charge, which I received 4 years for, just so I could be
transferred to Saskatchewan Penitentiary in order to escape from being potentially infected with
Covid. This "out" was my only means of avoiding and protecting myself from this virus.
However, when I began inquiring about my transfer, I was ignored and basically told to
discontinue with my questions or they would place me at the bottom of the list.  At present I am
still awaiting my transfer and it has been three months. Three months Covid affected and a four
year sentence, I most likely could have been acquitted of.

This entry is not even the beginning of the horse shit I have had to endure, but the adversities
concerning  this Covid infection has been  a trip. Now to exercise penmanship for the injustice I
have suffered under the hands of SCC, the list is endless. Treated with no dignity or the faint
hope of being recognized as human beings  is a concept that is absolutely prevalent.  No
access to see an acting physician, unable to practice social distancing and we were not given
masks and gloves on the regular exercise of ´´fogging’´ until  we were tested positive with the
Covid virus.  Even after Covid had been Identified in our living corridors of 20 plus convicts, the
SCC employees continued to move us around, in and out of overflow dorms, thus the spread of
Covid goes on.

I can only be grateful to the nursing staff that did such a great job with their care. NOT!!!!
REMARKABLE!!!! Remarkably useless is something that I am certain that the public would just
love to hear, how their trust of detainment was so professionally employed.  I am glad that there
is a radar gun sighted on my pen because I have an emphasis on bitches and complaints.
Those of which all are legitimate.  Sorry, I just get so worked up  and whenever I stop and
consider what and how the  people employed in these places think that we are powerless to
their ignorance and unjust treatment.



They are so wrong because we are a new generation of people, warriors from ancient people.
Proud, strong, loving , and something the world can’t even begin to describe.
We have become a movement of intellect that they, employees of SCC, can’t even begin to
perceive.  No longer can they hide behind their ambiguity and deceive the public that we are to
be locked up like animals and treated as animals. Their abuse of authority and public trust will
come to light and only then can we reveal how they have betrayed public trust.

Putting this aside, I am hoping that everyone that has submitted entries in this book finds some
kind of peace within themselves and finds success, happiness in all that they do.

Oliver Peekeekoot

Sincerely,

Cory Cardinal
Prisoner Advocate
Inmates4humaneconditons@gmail.com
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